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Executive Summary

Digitalization Mandates: Regulatory Perspective

▪ The adoption of digital technology is transforming industries and economies around the world. COVID-19 only accelerated the adoption of digital technologies by 

governments and businesses alike, with several initiatives shaping the evolution of complex digital ecosystems.

▪ Increased integration of digital technologies such as the Artificial Intelligence (AI), Machine Learning (ML), and Blockchain is projected to drive the growth of the 

digital transformation market at a CAGR of 17.42% during the forecast period (2022-2027). Asia-Pacific (APAC) is expected to be the largest and fastest-growing 

market in the coming years1.

▪ According to Gartner, the demand for IT is anticipated to rise2 in 2023 (USD 4.6 trillion; +5.1% from 2022) on account of increased spending on digital initiatives by 

various businesses in response to the economic crisis.

▪ This report covers initiatives being taken by governments toward digitalization across major geographies including North America, Europe, Asia-Pacific, and 

MENA. It also covers emerging innovation trends in these regions.

Sources: 1) Mordor Intelligence, 2) Gartner

https://www.mordorintelligence.com/industry-reports/digital-transformation-market
https://www.gartner.com/en/newsroom/press-releases/2022-10-19-gartner-forecasts-worldwide-it-spending-to-grow-5-percent-in-2023
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North America 
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The US General Services Administration Technology Transformation Service (TTS) delivers a host of digital services to Americans through its offices and programs, including
18F, IT modernization Centers of Excellence, US Digital Corps, and TTS Solutions2.

In November 2022, the Federal Communications Commission revealed new broadband maps that will contain location-level information on broadband availability across the 

US, and the maps will be searchable by address5.

The order “Ensuring Responsible Development of Digital Assets” lays out a national policy for six prime concerns (consumer and investor protection, encouraging financial

stability, countering illicit finance, financial inclusion, etc.) to safeguard against risks and gain benefits from the technology6.

A recent report by the US Department of the Treasury3 and the White House Competition Council assesses the impact of the entry of non-bank “fintech” firms in the country’s 
consumer finance sector and highlights the need for enhanced oversight given the nature of potential new risks posed by these firms.

The US and the European Union aim to create standards for measurable AI trustworthiness and risk management methods and have recently issued a Joint Roadmap on
Evaluation and Measurement Tools.

The US and the EU have recently expressed their plans to collaborate on promoting future secure connectivity4 projects including potential alternate routes for transatlantic
subsea cables, with the larger aim to boost the trust and security in the existing ICT ecosystem.

The US and the EU also intend to create a specialized task force to remove barriers to R&D collaboration on quantum information and science and technology, discuss

intellectual property, evaluate technology readiness, and export control-related issues as relevant, and cooperate to strengthen global standards.

Many organizations in the US are continuing to digitally transform their processes including non-profit organizations. For example, Feeding America7, the largest 
domestic hunger-relief organization, is turning to data and analytics to transform its food-serving network. In the technology space, Meta, Qualcomm, and 

Microsoft8 are strategically partnering to build the Metaverse (an integrated network of virtual worlds to provide various digital experiences). 

The United States (US)

Digitalization Mandates: Regulatory Perspective

The US government has made gradual progress in upgrading its IT system and processes. However, the public sector significantly lags behind the private sector in digital transformation. Every year, obsolete manual
processes costs Americans an estimated USD 117 billion and government agencies an estimated USD 38.7 billion1. To ease the processes, the government has launched a major revamp of its website USA.gov. The

beta version of the new site aims to provide enhanced design and interactive features based on best practices.
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Sources: 1) US Chamber of Commerce, 2) GSA, 3) US Dept. of Treasury, 4) The White House, 5) Light Reading, 6) The White House, 7) CIO, and 8) CB Insights

https://www.uschamber.com/technology/government-digitization-transforming-government-to-better-serve-americans#:~:text=Beyond%20poor%20service%2C%20using%20outdated,information%20and%20often%20creates%20bottlenecks.
https://www.gsa.gov/blog/2022/10/31/putting-people-at-the-center-of-digital-government
https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/jy1105
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2022/12/05/u-s-eu-joint-statement-of-the-trade-and-technology-council/
https://www.lightreading.com/regulatorypolitics/fcc-to-release-first-us-broadband-maps-on-november-18/d/d-id/781691?
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2022/09/16/fact-sheet-white-house-releases-first-ever-comprehensive-framework-for-responsible-development-of-digital-assets/
https://www.cio.com/article/403152/feeding-america-turns-to-data-to-feed-the-hungry.html
https://www.cbinsights.com/research/report/big-tech-metaverse/
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The government has adopted the policy for government applications and is working towards secure and efficient hosting solutions.

In June 2022, the government proposed the act to protect personal information and develop and deploy AI systems.

Old-age security and employment insurance benefits or immigration and border case management and implementing the Next Generation Human Resource and Pay initiative
for federal public servants are the highest-impact legacy modernization projects that are attracting the government’s focus.

The ongoing effort is to provide secure and transparent services to the people through the development of strategies as well as the development of wireless infrastructure. In
the next four years, 5G wireless technology is expected to add CAD 40 billion to Canada’s economy annually6.

In an effort to connect all Canadians to high-speed internet, the CAD 3.225 billion Universal Broadband Fund (a part of Canada’s Connectivity Strategy) will provide funding to 

high-speed internet projects across the country. The government is aiming to provide high-speed internet to 98% of Canadians by 20263.

The government has also signed an MoU5 with leading telecom network companies to ensure and guarantee emergency roaming, mutual assistance, and a communications
protocol for advising the public during network failures and impactful emergencies.

On October 14, 2022, the government announced the intention to launch CAD 136 million4 “Advancing Industry-Driven Digitalization of Canada's Supply Chain initiative” to
improve the efficiency and resiliency of Canada's supply chain.

Canada

Digitalization Mandates: Regulatory Perspective

Cloud-First Policy 

Digital Charter 

Implementation Act, 2022

Legacy Modernization 
Projects  

5G 

High-Speed Internet 

Telecommunications 
Reliability Agenda

Digital Supply Chain

To support the changing economic landscape and offer access to digital services, the Government of Canada (GC) is planning to modernize its network strategy1. However, reliability and robustness remain an issue. In

order to provide high-quality and affordable wireless services the government has announced 3800 MHz spectrum auction2 (set to take place in 2023) rules on June 30, 2022.

Overview

The government is working to improve Canadians’ digital experience by improving government websites, providing secure access to GC online services, and mobile-friendly web forms. 
The Government of Canada has announced an investment of CAD 10 million in three tech businesses in the waterloo region to enhance global competitiveness and create local jobs, 

thereby contributing toward the economic growth of the country. The three tech businesses7 are Huron Digital Pathology, Advanced Electrophoresis Solutions Ltd., and Miovision
Technologies.
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Sources: 1) Government of Canada, 2) Government of Canada, 3) Government of Canada, 4) Government of Canada, 5) Cision PR Newswire, 6) Prime Minister of Canada Justin Trudeau, and 7) ITWORLD CANADA

https://www.canada.ca/en/government/system/digital-government/digital-government-strategy/what-we-doing/modernizing.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/innovation-science-economic-development/news/2022/06/government-of-canada-announces-spectrum-auction-rules-supporting-high-quality-and-affordable-wireless-services.html
https://ised-isde.canada.ca/site/high-speed-internet-canada/en
https://www.canada.ca/en/transport-canada/news/2022/10/the-government-of-canada-announces-intent-to-launch-a-new-digital-infrastructure-initiative-to-strengthen-canadas-supply-chains.html
https://www.newswire.ca/news-releases/statement-from-minister-champagne-on-canada-s-telecommunications-reliability-agenda-following-rogers-outage-on-july-8-2022-855508390.html
https://pm.gc.ca/en/news/news-releases/2022/10/17/strengthening-canadas-position-leader-5g-and-digital-innovation
https://www.itworldcanada.com/article/government-of-canada-announces-investment-in-three-waterloo-region-tech-businesses/516646
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The United Kingdom (UK)

Digitalization Mandates: Regulatory Perspective

By 2027, the government is planning to provide access to 5G to a majority of the population. The country also wants to be a crypto hub and is also becoming a hotbed for Web 3.0 

startups. Fiat Republic, a UK-based Web 3.0 enabler assisting crypto platforms, announced its acquisition of Paybase6 (a London-based fintech) and Big Commerce7 (a leading Open 
SaaS e-commerce platform) partnered with the UK government to power digital transformation.

With super fast internet access and more tech unicorns than any other European country, the UK’s technology sector saw GBP 27.4 billion private capital flow in 20211. The government is working on strengthening the
country’s position as a global science and tech superpower. To lead in the areas such as fintech, the government has put forward the U.K.’s 2022 Digital Strategy published on June 13, 2022 (an update to the 2017

digital strategy that pinned down crucial strength areas such as its data-driven economy that led to the surge in digitalization)2.

Overview
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Sources: 1) GOV.UK, 2) techUK Article1, 3) techUK Article 2, 4) Euronews.Next, 5) GOV.UK, 6) techfunding, and 6) BIGCOMMERCE

The government has recognized six necessary areas of action required for sustained digital growth, including digital foundations, ideas and intellectual property, talent and

skills, financing digital growth, the whole UK spreading prosperity and leveling up, and enhancing the UK’s place in the world. The strategy forms several commitments on the
UK Data Policy3 under the digital foundation pillar, including reforming the UK’s General Data Protection Regulation to better enable innovation, legislation for smart data,
enabling secure digital identities, and resisting unreasonable attempts at data localization. It also focuses on the power of data in other areas, like healthcare, to improve
public services and leverage the Digital Regulation Cooperation Forum.

In April 2021, the government established this unit to operationalize the future pro-competition regime for digital markets. Large technology companies (such as Google and

Facebook) would need to abide by the new competition rule to avoid huge fines4.

Introduced in the House of Lords, this bill will make digital documentation legally recognized and boost international trade.

Digital Strategy

Digital Market Unit

Electronic Trade 
Documents Bill

The government is working on several smart data projects including the Smart Data legislation, Smart Data Council, Smart Data pilots, and Smart Data challenge prize. To

enable the flow of data across borders and privacy of data the government is introducing the UK’s data protection laws5 and Privacy-Enhancing Technologies (PETs).

Smart Data and Data 

Privacy

The government is aiming to provide 85% nationwide coverage of gigabit broadband through Project Gigabit and expanded mobile network coverage to 95% of the country
through the Shared Rural Network by 2025.

Broadband/ Mobile 
Network Coverage

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/uks-digital-strategy
https://www.techuk.org/resource/the-2022-digital-strategy-does-it-provide-the-ambition-we-need-for-uk-tech.html
https://www.techuk.org/resource/the-uk-s-digital-strategy-what-does-it-mean-for-data-policy.html
https://www.euronews.com/next/2022/05/06/uk-gets-tough-on-big-tech-with-plans-for-a-new-digital-watchdog-with-powers-to-issue-big-f
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/uks-digital-strategy/uk-digital-strategy#annex
https://techfundingnews.com/uks-coolest-early-stage-web3-startups-you-should-keep-an-eye-out-in-2022/
https://www.bigcommerce.com/press/releases/bigcommerce-partners-with-uk-government-to-power-digital-transformation-and-supercharge-growth-for-small-and-medium-sized-businesses/
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France

Digitalization Mandates: Regulatory Perspective

France is one of the most advanced countries in the Web 3 ecosystem but still, Web 3 is in its nascent stage in the country. Companies that are operating in the Web 3

space include METAV.RS (A French startup that provides luxury brands and retailers with a sequence of Web 3.0 apps6). PyratzLabs7 (Startup Studio fully specialized in

Web 3.0) aims to open its 1,000 square meter office; dedicated to Web 3.0 entrepreneurs. French unicorns that are participating in democratizing Web 3.0 technologies

and services include Ledger8, Sorare, and The Sandbox.

Over the last few years, France has progressed in its efforts toward digitalization. As per Digital Economy and Society Index, 2022, France ranked 12th among the 27 EU Member States. Moreover, it is the most

advanced country in the Web 3.0 sector.

Overview
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Sources: 1) European Commission, 2) Nextgov, 3) Euro Company Formations, 4) Euractiv Article 1, 5) Euractiv Article 2, 6) Forbes digital assets, and 7) Euronews.Next, and 8) Maxeleo Capital

The education and training system are being equipped with digital tools and infrastructure to increase digital literacy contributing to the Digital Decade1 target of upskilling 80%
of the people with digital skills by 2030. Other initiatives include boosting digital identity card production and circulation, upskilling and reskilling the workforce, digitalization of
businesses and education, digital inclusion, and investments in digitalization.

To improve digital connectivity, France is set to provide fast broadband access to all households by 2025.

In April 2021, the European Commission launched the EU AI Act proposal, a draft legislation to promote ‘trustworthy AI’ in the region. In April 2022, France proposed several 
changes to the AI Act4 to ensure better alignment with the new legislative framework that regulates market surveillance.

In May 2022, crypto giant “Binance” was granted Digital Asset Service Provider3 (DASP) registration for operating its cryptocurrency in the country. This made France the first 

European country to give regulatory approval to a big crypto company.

Digital Strategy 

Digital Connectivity

AI

Crypto Regulation 

On November 30, 2022, France and the US government signed a new Joint Statement on Cooperation in Quantum Information Science and Technology2 (QIST) to develop

critical quantum technologies.
Quantum Technology

The government will invest EUR 20 billion in the technology5 and energy transition before 2024 in accordance with the preliminary assessment of October 2021’s France 2030 
plan. 

Tech Investment 

https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/policies/desi-france
https://www.nextgov.com/emerging-tech/2022/12/us-joins-france-new-quantum-tech-partnership/380342/
https://www.eurocompanyformations.com/blog/france-approves-crypto-exchange-regulations/
https://www.euractiv.com/section/digital/news/french-presidency-pushes-for-alignment-with-the-new-legislative-framework-in-ai-act/
https://www.euractiv.com/section/digital/news/france-pledges-e20bn-in-tech-energy-innovation-before-2024/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/stephaniehirschmiller/2022/10/03/metavrs-french-web3-metaverse-shopify-platform-raises-3m/?sh=706cda74291c
https://www.euronews.com/next/2022/06/06/could-this-paris-start-up-lab-build-the-web3-champions-of-the-future
https://www.axc.vc/blog-posts/the-french-web3-ecosystem
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Germany

Digitalization Mandates: Regulatory Perspective

The government has promised to provide smart meters to businesses and consumers targeting 85% of the premises coverage by 20255 to help businesses monitor energy usage. A few 

cryptocurrency web development companies in the country include Unicsoft6 (a technology company delivering blockchain and AI solutions) and Labrys (a global leader in designing products 
using blockchain and Web 3.0.) are helping startups and enterprises innovate through the use of blockchain technology.

Some of the world's leading technology is manufactured in Germany. Despite being a healthy economy, the lack of a defined strategy has led to digital shortcomings. As per the government, a digital awakening is

required to make the country more self-reliant. Germany ranked 13th among the EU’s 27 member countries in the European Commission’s 2022 Digitalization report1.

Overview
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Sources: 1) Made for Minds, 2) Lexology, 3) RCRWirelessNews, 4) Euractiv, 5) TECHMONITOR, and 6) GoodFirms

The German government published the second draft of its long-awaited digital strategy on August 18, 20222, to step up. The strategy lists various targets to be reached by 

2025, like introducing Gigabit Grundbuch (a central database run by the Federal Network Agency) and releasing the Mobilfunkförder program (mobile connection support 
program).

By 2025, the government is aiming to provide fiber-optic connections to at least half of the businesses and private households under the gigabit strategy4.

Nokia announced to lead the KOMSENS-6G3 project, part of the broader German 6G initiative of the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research. The percentage of 

households with 5G coverage increased from 17.8% in 2021 to 86.5% in 2022, as per the EU Commission.

The government aims to increase investment in areas such as the production of microchips and software development.

Digital Strategy 

Digital Sovereignty 

6G/5G

Fiber Optic Connection 

https://www.dw.com/en/how-digital-laggard-germany-plans-to-catch-up-in-tech/a-62985987
https://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=6c484b16-ddf4-4f6b-8489-9b96eed13bb0
https://www.rcrwireless.com/20221115/6g/nokia-lead-6g-initiative-germany#:~:text=Nokia%20announced%20that%20it%20will,network%20as%20a%20sensor%20technology.
https://www.euractiv.com/section/digital/news/germany-catches-up-with-eu-in-optical-fibre-network-expansion/
https://techmonitor.ai/technology/how-germanys-new-digital-strategy-can-boost-manufacturers
https://www.goodfirms.co/directory/country/list-blockchain-technology-companies/germany
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India

Digitalization Mandates: Regulatory Perspective

With a digitally skilled workforce and an increasing number of startups in the digital space, India is expected to become a major player with augmented growth in Web 3.0. Industry leaders 
from the Web 3.0 verticals announced the launch of the Bharat Web 3.0 Association8 on November 3, 2022. The association is expected to form a stable environment to promote Web 3.0 

and the blockchain ecosystem. Leading Web 3.0 companies in India include STATWIG9 (a blockchain-powered supply chain solution) and Polygon (the largest cryptocurrency and 
blockchain venture in India).
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Released on November 18, 2022, the revised data privacy bill4 is focused on personal data and allows easy cross-border data flows and hefty penalties for breaches, among

other mandates.

The country is at the forefront of adopting the latest technologies like 5G3 wireless (fifth-generation cellular wireless launched by Prime Minister Narendra Modi), AI, and

blockchain. It also has the third-largest startup ecosystem (which increased to 14,000 in 2021-2022) after the US and China.
5G Adoption

In the next five years, the government is targeting a billion Universal Payments Interface (UPI) transactions a day5. 
Real-time Payment 
System

Digital Personal Data 

Protection Bill

As per the Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce & Industry-Ernst & Young’s 2022 report6, blockchain technology, and Web 3.0 innovations will contribute USD1.1 
trillion to India’s GDP by 2032. Union Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman7 at the 21st World Congress of Accountants in Nov 2022, stated that Web3 utilities, such as 
blockchain, AI, data analytics, and cloud computing can provide meaningful insights to accountants to aid in the decision-making process.

Web 3.0
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Sources: 1) Mint, 2) Press Information Bureau Government of India, 3) Mint, 4) The Indian Express, 5) Oracle, 6) Forbes India Article 1, 7) Inc42, 8) Forbes India Article 2, and 9) Analytics Insight.

Overview

India hopes to become a trillion-dollar digital economy backed by opportunities in manufacturing, engineering, digitalization, and other economic sectors creating 60-65 million digitally enabled jobs by 2025-20261.

Public digital platforms such as Aadhaar, BHIM-UPI, Goods, and Service Tax Network, and Government e-Market Place2 have improved the country’s digital adoption and accessibility. India aims to become the
fastest-growing digital economy driven by favorable government policies, a rise in disposable income, innovative reforms, demographic advantages, and public and private partnerships. The government is taking
several initiatives in infrastructure, services, and empowerment. The Department for Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade has developed a new program, “Open Network for Digital Commerce,” to ease the entry of
retailers, grocers, travel agents, and small companies into the e-commerce market.

https://www.livemint.com/news/india/india-poised-to-become-trillion-dollar-digital-economy-by-fy26-govt-11659524004034.html
https://pib.gov.in/PressReleaseIframePage.aspx?PRID=1839175
https://www.livemint.com/technology/tech-news/5g-launched-in-india-things-you-should-know-11664622473456.html
https://indianexpress.com/article/explained/explained-economics/india-draft-digital-privacy-law-data-protection-laws-8279199/
https://www.oracle.com/news/announcement/blog/indias-digital-transformation-unprecedented-world-stage-2022-08-16/
https://www.forbesindia.com/blog/technology/web-3-0-the-next-big-enabler-to-increase-indias-gdp-growth/
https://inc42.com/buzz/web3-change-way-financial-information-handled-fm-nirmala-sitharaman/
https://www.forbesindia.com/article/cryptocurrency/indian-web3-leaders-join-hands-to-launch-the-bharat-web3-association/81007/1
https://www.analyticsinsight.net/top-10-web3-indian-startups-making-a-revolution-in-2022/
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China

Digitalization Mandates: Regulatory Perspective

Similar to the metaverse, China has its own emerging Web 3.0 sector, with several startups in the space, including Tencent7 (a Chinese multinational technology and entertainment 

conglomerate and holding company headquartered in Shenzhen) and Baidu (a Chinese multinational technology company specializing in Internet-related services and products and AI, 
headquartered in Beijing's Haidian District).

With the world’s largest and most advanced digital infrastructure, China will account for nearly 30% of the world’s total data volume by 20251. Over the past decade, China’s digital economy has observed exponential

growth. China has made the digital economy a part of the country’s national development strategy and is taking regulatory steps to bring change.

Overview
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Sources: 1) China Briefing Article 1, 2) China Briefing Article 2, 3) China Briefing Article 3, 4) Conventus Law, 5) Bitcoin.com, 6) First Digital, and 7) technode

The country envisions enhancing capabilities in areas such as blockchain, communications, integrated circuits, sensors, and quantum information, as well as focusing on 
technologies like 6G under the 14th five-year plan1 (the 14th FYP) on digital economy development. The plan also emphasizes the importance of cybersecurity and data 
security.

The release of the Fintech Development Plan 2022-20251 by the People’s Bank of China in January 2022 was aimed at boosting digital finance in the next four years 
throughout the country.

The Chinese Defi market5 is still in the nascent stage; however, with the recent adoption of DApps and capital support, the country is slowly gaining a significant market share 

of the Defi ecosystem. Defi is not illegal in China6 and citizens can access offshore Defi services.

Measures for Data Export Security Assessment2 were released by the Cyberspace Administration of China in July 2022, presenting the need for secure evaluation of cross-

border data transfer.

Its development in China is focused on data exchange and industrialization and is controlled by the central government3.

The government is expected to reinforce penalties for breaches in cybersecurity. The Cyberspace Administration of China4 released a draft decision to amend the 

Cybersecurity Law of the People’s Republic of China on September 14, 2022. If the draft decision is embraced, it will be the first time Cybersecurity law will be revised since it 

was sanctioned in 2016.

6G Infrastructure

Cybersecurity Breach

Boosting Digital Finance

Regulations

Data Export Security 

Assessment

Web 3.0

https://www.china-briefing.com/news/understanding-chinas-digital-economy-policies-opportunities-and-challenges/
https://www.china-briefing.com/news/cross-border-data-transfer-new-measures-offer-clarification-on-security-review/
https://www.china-briefing.com/news/is-web-3-0-chinas-next-big-thing-opportunities-market-r-and-d-investment/
https://conventuslaw.com/featured-content/china-to-toughen-penalties-for-cybersecurity-breaches/
https://news.bitcoin.com/after-banning-icos-chinas-defi-ecosystem-grows-exponential-this-year/
https://1stdigital.com/news-and-insights/regulatory-developments/guide-defi-regulations-in-key-jurisdictions-including-india-china-the-us-and-singapore/
https://technode.com/2022/08/25/web3-in-china-will-it-happen-and-what-form-will-it-take/
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Malaysia

Digitalization Mandates: Regulatory Perspective

Malaysia Digital Economy Corporation5 is emphasizing on growing technologies such as AI, drones, blockchain, metaverse, Web 3.0, and augmented reality to have a strong 
and inclusive digital ecosystem as part of Malaysia’s Digital mandate. Some of the top blockchain companies operating in Malaysia include Openwave Computing and 

Crypto App Factory6. Six Malaysian brands have made use of the non-fungible tokens in various ways to supplement their business needs, e.g., MinNature Malaysia and 
AD Butcher & Steak7.

The government is aiming to transform Malaysia into a high-income nation that is focused on digitalization and be a leader in the digital economic efforts in the region through MyDIGITAL1, a government initiative.

Several initiatives have been taken by the government for encouraging a digital economy.

Overview
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Sources: 1) The Government of Malaysia’s Official Gateway MyGovernment, 2) HumanResourcesOnline.net, 3) OPENGOV, 4) OPENGOV, 5) Digital News Asia, 6) Btech Behemoths, and 7) Vulcan Post

Malaysia’s leading digital economy agency, “The Malaysian Digital Economy Corporation4 (MDEC),” signed a memorandum of understanding with the Malaysian Inland 
Revenue Board (HASiL) to implement the National e-Invoicing Initiative.

On July 4, 2022, Malaysia’s Prime Minister, Datuk Seri Ismail Sabri Yaakob, launched a strategic initiative to accelerate the nation’s digital economy for the benefit of Keluarga
Malaysia2.

The government is seeking to expedite the development of smart cities3 and communities as well as online payment and financial services using AI and is also focusing on 

using 5G technology to offer digital capabilities.

To discuss the use of AI and machine learning OpenGov Breakfast Insight was held on November 4, 2022, at Pulse Grande Hotel, Putrajaya, bringing together public sector 
and financial institution technology leaders in Malaysia.

The government has drafted this blueprint to grant benefits to people and businesses.

National 
e-Invoicing Initiative

Malaysia Digital

5G and Smart Cities

AI and Machine Learning

Malaysian Digital 
Economy Blueprint

https://www.malaysia.gov.my/portal/content/31187
https://www.humanresourcesonline.net/malaysia-to-accelerate-the-growth-of-its-digital-economy-through-malaysia-digital
https://opengovasia.com/exclusive-utilising-ai-to-power-malaysias-smart-digital-economy-and-financial-initiatives/
https://opengovasia.com/implementing-malaysias-national-e-invoice-initiative/
https://www.digitalnewsasia.com/digital-economy/ganesh-kumar-bangah-sees-leveraging-influencers-way-get-masses-start-using-web3
https://techbehemoths.com/companies/blockchain/malaysia
https://vulcanpost.com/790309/malaysian-brands-nft-utility-benefit-business-model/
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The Middle East 

Digitalization Mandates: Regulatory Perspective

In the UAE, Ajman Police7 General Command launched the “Request for Sponsorship” service utilizing the Metaverse technology. As per a report by Crypto Oasis8 (a MENA-
focused blockchain ecosystem), with more than 7,000 individuals working in the crypto, blockchain, Metaverse, and Web 3.0 ecosystem and 1,450 active industry players in the 

country, the UAE have appeared as one of the key players in the space. Another Saudi-Arabia-based B2B platform, E-Procure9, is an integrated B2B marketplace with an 
advanced cloud system.

The countries in the region are expected to catch up with the UAE and Saudi Arabia on their path toward digital transformation. The UAE’s digital government strategy aims to provide secure digital infrastructure and a

fast internet connection to its citizens by 2025 by introducing digitalization into all aspects of government services1.

Overview
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Sources: 1) 10*DS, 2) U.AE, 3) UN E-GOVT, 4) Arabian Business, 5) World Construction Today, 6) Alareeb, 7) Khaleej Times Article 1, 8) Khaleej Times Article 2, and 9) F6S

The UAE Digital Government Roadmap comprising six pillars encircles 642 national digital enablers, including digital infrastructure and services (email as a service, telephone 
as a service, and platform as a service, etc.); laws, policies, and criteria (blockchain policy, digital signature policy, cloud-first policy, etc.); digital capacity; digital engagement; 
unified digital platform; and shared digital enablers.

Sheikh Hamdan approved the new phase of the Dubai Metaverse Strategy which aims to make Dubai, a global metaverse hub4. The strategy aspires to foster innovation and talent as 

well as develop Web 3 technology.

KSA has launched a regulatory sandbox to increase investment and boost development in the country. The government will focus on technologies such as AI, blockchain, 
augmented reality, virtual reality, robotic process automation, and the metaverse.

Saudi Arabia is focused on creating a more sustainable economy by digitalizing public sector services. And its effort paid off well in 2022 as Saudi Arabia stepped up from the 
52nd position in 2018 to the 31st position in the United Nations’ ranking of its 193 member states’ E-Government Development Index3.

Saudi Arabia will also derive benefits from the rollout of WiFi 6E which provides 1,200 MHz of extra spectrum. According to Dell Technologies, the UAE and Saudi Arabia are 

leading countries in the region with their capability to focus on cutting-edge technologies and digital transformation6.

The Saudi government is also considering the effective utilization of drone technology to handle infrastructure projects in the kingdom. Recently, Cyberhawk5, situated in the 
UK, partnered with Shamal Technologies (an end-to-end data collection firm) to help in making informed decisions for regional construction projects.

UAE Digital Government 
Roadmap 

Drone in Construction

Metaverse Strategy

Regulatory Sandbox 

E-government 
Development Index

WiFi 6E 

https://10xds.com/news/uae-digital-government-strategy/
https://u.ae/en/about-the-uae/digital-uae/uae-national-digital-government-strategy
https://publicadministration.un.org/egovkb/en-us/Data/Country-Information/id/149-Saudi-Arabia
https://www.arabianbusiness.com/gcc/uae/dubai-metaverse-jobs
https://www.worldconstructiontoday.com/news/digitally-transforming-saudi-projects-with-drone-technology/
https://www.alareebict.com/top-5-emerging-digital-technologies-saudi-arabia/
https://www.khaleejtimes.com/uae/uae-police-force-first-to-offer-services-in-metaverse
https://www.khaleejtimes.com/uae/web3-0-uae-emerges-as-leading-industry-player-as-tech-groups-keen-to-set-up-base
https://www.f6s.com/companies/blockchain/saudi-arabia/co
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Africa

Digitalization Mandates: Regulatory Perspective

Web 3.05 is indispensable for Africa on account of being easily accessible, the rise in the remittance market, augmented financial inclusion, and economic facilitation projects.

Some companies that are operating in the area include Lbank6 (A leading crypto exchange platform that has announced its new crypto investment fund to target Web 3.0
evolution in Africa) and Metaverse Magna7 (the largest gaming community in Africa).

Digital transformation is a concentrated effort to enable access to digital infrastructure in the continent. All African countries are collectively striving for a digital economy by building up the core foundations, such as

creating policies and acts for inclusive growth.

Overview
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Sources: 1) The World Bank, 2) Smart Africa Article 2, 3) Smart Africa Article 3, 4) Smart Africa Article 4, 5) techcabal Article1, 6) WEBAFRICA, and 7) techcabal Article 2

The initiative aims to ensure a digitally enabled economy by 2030 to assist African Union’s “Digital Transformation strategy for Africa1.” The strategy seeks to impact financial 
services, governance, education, health, and agriculture. To create a strong digital economy, it is essential to focus on digital and future skills for the youth complementing 
21st-century skills addressing the digital divide.

The move towards a digital approach requires a legal and regulatory framework for which Smart Africa Digital Academy2 conducted a workshop in Rwanda and Djibouti to 

advance data security and regulation.

Bantoo3, a digital solutions platform, has joined the Smart Africa Alliance (an alliance of 35 African countries, international organizations, and global private sector players 

committed to the socio-economic development of the region) to accelerate technological advancement in Africa.

Smart Africa has signed a memorandum of understanding with MTN4, Africa's largest mobile network operator to increase digital literacy by empowering people to utilize 

information and communications technology.

The Digital Economy for 
Africa Initiative (DE4A) 

Use of AI and Data

Digital Solutions 

Platform

Smart Africa 

https://www.worldbank.org/en/programs/all-africa-digital-transformation
https://smartafrica.org/sada-organizes-workshops-in-rwanda-djibouti-to-advance-data-security-and-regulation/
https://smartafrica.org/bantoo-the-digital-solutions-platform-joins-the-smart-africa-alliance/
https://smartafrica.org/mtn-and-smart-africa-partner-to-advance-digital-skills-in-africa/
https://techcabal.com/2022/10/17/web-3-0-is-the-future-and-africa-must-embrace-it/
https://web3africa.news/2022/11/21/news/lbank-plans-on-setting-a-base-in-the-heart-of-africas-crypto-ecosystem/
https://techcabal.com/2022/09/05/nestcoins-metaverse-magna-raises-3-2-million-to-build-africas-largest-gaming-community/
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RocSearch Case Study: Exploring the digitalization opportunity for agile 
procurement

Digitalization Mandates: Regulatory Perspective

Challenges RocSearch Approach and Solution Outcomes

A UK government entity responsible for the
safe and secure clean-up of nuclear sites
wanted to gather intelligence on the
technologies it could use in the short term to
upgrade its procurement function.

▪ Our strategic advisory team identified emerging
technologies being adopted across other industries and
functions in the UK. It examined innovation market trends
shaping the landscape of technological innovation in
procurement that may have potential applications in the
procurement function.

▪ The output enabled the client to create a digitalization
roadmap, assess current levels of technology readiness,
and optimize its procurement processes.

It wanted to assess digitalization trends and
procurement opportunities, specifically in the
public and nuclear sectors in the UK.

▪ We mapped out various technologies and
procurement use cases and prioritized them based
on the technologies’ readiness, applicability in the UK
nuclear/ public sector, implementation case studies,
and relevance in a project-based set-up.

▪ We identified and profiled suppliers offering these
technologies and prepared a technology roadmap for
the client for the short-term, mid-term, and long-term
horizons.

▪ The best practices across industries presented ideas and
insights for adoption feasibility and planning implementation
across time horizons.

▪ The study facilitated the client with the identification of
technology vendors and faster deployment of
technologies.

To learn more, write to info@rocsearch.com

mailto:info@rocsearch.com
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RocSearch Case Study: Creating a digital transformation roadmap for 
governments worldwide

Digitalization Mandates: Regulatory Perspective

Challenges RocSearch Approach and Solution Outcomes

A digital consulting firm was looking
for thought leadership support on adopting
digital technologies and services by
governments around the world.

▪ Our strategic advisory team investigated various digital
transformation initiatives taken up by various state and local
governments. These included e-government programs,
smart city projects, and digital technologies to improve
business interactions, operational efficiencies, quality of
service, and citizens’ welfare.

▪ A technology adoption roadmap with actionable insights on
several state & local governments, with a special analysis
focused on the UK and the US. The findings from the report
were published on the client’s website.

The client wanted to understand the
digitization-related initiatives and
trends adopted by state and local
governments worldwide (with a focus on the
UK and US).

▪ From this universe, we further identified 14 state and local
government service providers and system integrators (such
as telecom & e-learning solution providers) that had
generated the greatest value over the past 12 months.

▪ The study helped the client identify key global service
providers and system integrators to expedite the digital
transformation journeys of state and local governments.

The initiative was geared towards helping
governments expedite their digital
transformation journeys.

▪ As part of the technological landscape, we shared
perspectives and a comparative analysis of the digital
transformation maturity of different governments.

▪ We highlighted the associated challenges, shared sample
case studies, and presented opportunities that lay ahead.

To learn more, write to info@rocsearch.com

mailto:info@rocsearch.com
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About RocSearch

Founded in 1999, RocSearch has been a pioneer in empowering our clients to overcome challenges and realise their goals. Our strength is delivering research and advisory solutions through managed and

dedicated teams that produce the expert intelligence our clients require to gain a true competitive advantage.

We provide extensive buy-side and sell-side support to leading private equity firms, corporate finance advisory firms and corporate M&A teams. Our data intelligence-driven offerings span buyer and target

identification, market and commercial due diligence support, investment thesis validation, market mapping, comparable and intrinsic valuations, competitive benchmarking, ESG assessments, and capital

structure analyses.

Our longstanding client relationships bear testament to the enduring value we create, alongside our consistent reliability and absolute discretion. We take great pride that many of the brightest global

companies rely on us to help them achieve top-line growth, operational efficiency and increased profitability.
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